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 Introduction 

 Welcome     to     the     fifth     week     of     the     BONDS     Status     Report     of     the     2023     season!     In     this 

 entry,     you     will     see     what     BONDS     Robotics     accomplished     in     the     fifth     week     of     our     official 

 season     for     this     season's     2023     FRC     competition,     Charged     Up! 

 Our     team     started     manufacturing     and     assembling     parts     for     our 

 robot     in     the     fifth     week     of     our     season!     First,     we     built     the     final 

 chassis     and     had     our     electrical     captain     wire     the     robot     up     to     send 

 to     programming.     A     few     students     started     working     on     the 

 superstructure     of     the     articulation     on     the     robot.     We     ran     into 

 some     issues     while     building     the     robot.     For     example,     the 

 mounting     plates     and     one-by-one     did     not     exactly     line     up,     so     we 

 had     to     drill     extra     holes     into     the     robot,     which     resolved     the 

 problem.     We     also     had     two     students     working     on     the     bumpers     for 

 our     robot.     Building     bumpers     is     not     a     popular     project;     however, 

 it     is     required.     Two     students     worked     diligently     to     build     the 

 bumpers     which     will     go     on     our     final     robot.     We     are     just     as     excited 

 as     you     all     are     to     see     what     the     robot     will     look     like     when     it     is 

 finished. 

 Articulation 

 On     Monday,     February     6th,     the     articulation     team     started 

 to     assemble     the     gearbox     that     would     go     on     the     supports 

 on     the     robot.     We     calculated     the     gear     ratio     and     the 

 number     of     motors     needed     for     the     articulation     to     move. 

 After     that,     the     articulation     team     could     finish     and     attach 

 the     gearbox     on     the     arm     and     send     it     off     to     the     electrical 

 team.     Following     the     electrical,     the     programming 

 team     started     programming,     evaluating,     and     testing 

 the     prototype     for     the     arm.     Since     our     team     agreed 

 that     we     would     not     use     suction     as     an     intake,     the 

 programming     team     ran     into     complications     moving 

 the     arm     in     and     out     because     the     intake     mechanism 

 was     substantially     heavier     than     the     suction 

 mechanism.     The     articulation     was     designed     for     the 

 suction     intake.     Therefore     our     articulation     team     will 

 continue     to     develop     an     improved     arm     that     can     hold 

 the     intake     mechanism     by     moving     it     in     and     out     without     difficulty. 
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 Intake     mechanism 

 On     Tuesday,     February     7th,     and     Wednesday,     February     8th,     the     intake     team 

 experimented     with     the     suction     mechanism,     reiterating     different     designs.     After 

 numerous     experiments     and     testing,     the     intake     team     needed     more     confidence     about 

 having     a     suction     mechanism     on     the     end     of     our     arm     due     to     the     lack     of     reliability     and     time 

 we     had     left     before     the     competition.     We     also     needed     to     gain     knowledge,     which     was     a 

 tremendous     downside     of     this     intake     mechanism.     Switching     to     a     new     intake     was     arduous; 

 with     numerous     disagreements     and     concerns     about     time,     our     team     decided     to     prototype 

 a     new     intake     mechanism     and     have     suction     as     a     backup     plan     if     the     new     intake     did     not     go 

 well.     A     few     students     met     outside     of     robotics     to     research     alternative     options     we     had     for 

 our     intake     design.     We     found     a     design     on     ChiefDelphi,     a     robotics     forum     with     a     flywheel 

 intake     that     could     grab     upright     cones     and     cubes.     This     intake     was     from     the     everybot,     an 

 affordable     basic     robot     made     for     teams     who     may 

 not     have     machining     capabilities.     We     adjusted 

 the     design     to     fit     our     robot     and     started     a     CAD 

 model     for     the     intake.     In     twenty-four     hours,     we 

 started     from     research     to     having     an     intake 

 prototype     that     could     now     pick     up     cones     and 

 cubes.     This     intake     can     reach     all     of     the     goals     we 

 set     for     the     season     and     even     overachieve     by 

 potentially     reaching     the     high     node     for     the     cone, 

 and     we     are     ready     to     start     testing     and 

 remanufacturing     the     intake     to     go     on     our     robot. 

 Dean’s     List     and     Woodie     Flowers     Nomination 

 This     week,     we     announced     our     team’s     Dean’s     List     and     Woodie     Flowers     nomination     for 

 the     Miami     Valley     Regional.     Dean’s     List     is     for     sophomores     or     juniors     who     set     an     excellent 

 leadership     example     for     their     team     and     bring     awareness     about     FIRST     and     its     mission. 

 Brian     Yamada     and     Anna     Marie     Honious     met     these     criteria     and     showed     incredible 

 technical     and     interpersonal     skills     during     their     FIRST     career.     In     addition,     we     also 

 nominated     a     mentor     for     the     Woodie     Flowers     award.     The     Woodie     Flowers     award     is 

 granted     to     a     mentor     for     their     excellence     in     inspiring     students     through     communication 

 and     stepping     aside     for     a     student-led     team;     Ava     Goldinger     was     nominated     for     this     award. 

 Congratulations     to     these     excellent     students     and     mentors.     We     cannot     wait     to     see     how     far 

 they     will     grow. 
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 We     want     to     give     a     big     thank     you     to     all     of     our     sponsors!     Our     team     can     compete     because     of 

 your     support,     and     none     of     this     would     be     possible     without     our     sponsor's     help.     Our     team, 

 BONDS,     will     keep     improving     and     continue     learning     STEM     skills     and     values     this     season. 

 To     see     our     season's     progress,     please     follow     us     on     Instagram,     Youtube,     Tiktok,     Twitter, 

 and     our     official     website     for     weekly     newsletters. 




